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Welcome to Swansea T’ai Chi!

Thanks for coming along to the classes, that’s the first major 
hurdle done.

Turning up to a class is probably the hardest part, and you’ve 
achieved that because you’re now holding this Welcome Pack in 
your eager hands.

It can be daunting to join a class as a complete beginner, so I’ve 
put this pack together to hopefully help ease you into the practice, 
give a little background, and provide you with some memory 
joggers to keep you rolling along outside the class.

Here’s what’s inside:

1. List of Warm Up exercises

2. List of Breathing Exercises

3. T’ai Chi Set in stick man form with names

4. Structural Points and Principles

5. Useful web site links

6. Class Fees

7. Standing Order form

Ok, that’s it from me, so I’ll see you at the next class and I wish 
you well in your T’ai Chi journey

Kindest regards,

Mike

PS If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to ask as I’m 
only too pleased to help if I can…



WARM UP EXERCISES

Neck - In the neck exercises, keep the chin slightly drawn in to raise the crown point at the 
top of the head. This gently opens the vertebrae in the neck, separating them and lightly 
stretching the back of the neck

● Turn head from side to side

● Stretch neck forwards and backwards

● Ear to shoulder

Shoulders

● The Egyptian–rotating the arms while turning from side to side

● Shoulder Circles–forward, backward, one shoulder each way

(One shoulder forwards and one shoulder backwards is designed to break up tension at 
the back of the neck.)

Arms

● Stretch the arms out to the sides, lift the fingers to the ceiling, feel the stretch 

through the inside of the arms

Spine

● Rotate the spine left and right

● Stretch spine from side to side - stay facing forward then lean and stretch over to 
each side in turn

● Curl spine forwards and backwards

Hips

● Hip circles, both ways

Legs

● Stretch the back of the legs–feet shoulder width, keep the natural curve in 

your lower back, lift your tailbone to the ceiling to tilt you forward, feel the 

stretch in the back of your legs



DǍOYǏN YǍNGSHĒNG GŌNG
Guiding and Conducting Exercises for Nourishing the Vital Principle

WĒIJĪ YÙFÁNG GŌNG

Stress Prevention Exercise

1. 太极调息 Tàijí Tiáoxī Taiji Breathing

Focus – Dantian and Laogong PC-8 Purpose – Open and regulate

2. 团扇遮月 Tuánshàn Zhēyuè Round Fan Covers the Moon

 Focus – Mingmen DU-4 Purpose – Water controls Fire

3. 犁牛耕地 Líniú Gēngdì Buffalo Plows Land

Focus – Laogong PC-8 Purpose – Fire controls Metal

4. 昭君梳发 Zhāojūn Shūfā Distinguished Lord Combs Hair

Focus - Shangyang LI-1 Purpose – Metal controls Wood

5. 开花现佛 Kāihuā Xiànfó Flower Displays Buddha

Focus – Tigermouth Purpose – Wood controls Earth

6. 单手托天 Dānshǒu Tuōtiān One Hand Supports Heaven

 Focus – Dantian Purpose – Earth controls Water

7. 捶叩任督 Chuíkòu Rèndū Tapping Rendu

Focus – Mingmen DU-4/Jiuwei RN-15 Purpose – To calm Heart/Mind

8. 气沉丹田 Qìchén Dāntián Sink Qi to Dantian

Focus – Dantian Purpose - Closing







7 Structural Points to Practice

1 The Knees Point with the Toes: Always! Be conscious.

2 The Knees Press the Heels: Knees guide the weight of the body into the feet

3 Pelvis Between the Feet: Feel the Line between the Ankles. Keep the pelvis lev-
el

as if full of water, so no water tips out

4 Rotate the Weighted Hip: Let the free side of the pelvis / body swing in or

through space

5 Shift the Weight Underground: Squat and Shift. Train your primary instinctive

movement to go down into the ground

6 Vertical Spine: Align with Gravity

7 Hand Up – You Down: Drain all parts of the body moving outward, down

through the body, to the feet

8 Freely Balanced: Aligned with gravity, relaxed, free to move in any direction at

any given moment

5 Principles

1 Being Calm & Present: learning to allow the mind and attention to be

undisturbed by circumstance, and to refrain from creating negative or

inappropriate thoughts and reactions.

2 Relaxing: being able to let go of the mind and muscles and allow the body to

attain a natural, open, and unused state.

3 Grounding: developing a stronger connection and feeling-association with the

ground - drawing power from the ground.

4 Centring: locating and being able to focus mind and feeling-attention, as well as

move the whole body from, the bodies centre

5 Being Whole and Total: being capable of feeling every cubic inch of the entire

body and learning to unify this whole in awareness and action.



USEFUL WEBSITES AND LINKS

If you haven’t yet been to the Swansea T’ai Chi website here’s the address:

www.swanseataichi.co.uk

On the site, you’ll find photos, videos, a diary of events, a page full of 
recommended books relevant to our arts, class timetable and more. If you haven’t 
already, you can sign up for the free emails there too.

If you go to this page, you’ll be able to download a free video of me teaching the 
first 3 moves of the t’ai chi set and the breathing exercise, Sink Qi to the Dantian:

http://personaltaichitrainer.co.uk/

My teacher’s web sites:

Gordon Faulkner: www.quanshu.co.uk

Peter Ralston: www.chenghsin.com

Ok, that’s all for now, hope you enjoy browsing…

Best,

Mike
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CLASS FEES

Class fees are paid monthly via Standing Order or Direct Debit

The payment is £16 per calendar month for one class per week, two classes 
would be £32 per month and so forth.

This will result in your class fee being lowered from £6.00 per session to £4. 
And in the 4-5 months where you get 5 classes it works out cheaper still. Averaging 
the cost of classes this way ensures you have some of the cheapest classes in the 
area at just £3.84 per class, allowing 2 weeks off over Christmas (or it would be 
cheaper still). The only t'ai chi classes I can think of that are cheaper than that 
would have to be free.

In addition to the lower cost, you can attend any other session in the week if 
you miss your regular day. With 9 sessions to choose from over 4 days, this also 
helps to make sure you don't miss out, or lose out.

Many people in classes have asked what happens when they're away on 
holiday, or for some other reason, and this is another reason for the lower fee. Even 
if you're away for a month, we're off for 2 weeks over Christmas and I'm off for 
2 weeks you still save money. But there's more...

If you know you're away for a fortnight for example, providing you tell me 
in advance, you can make up your sessions in the week(s) before you go away 
and/or when you come back. You're still in pocket.

This method has been brought in due to large fluctuations in class numbers. 
Whether there are 2 people or 20 in a class, we still have to pay rent, insurance, 
travel costs, fees, etc. It brings us into line with the vast majority of schools 
covering the length and breadth of the country.

The monthly fee will ensure that Swansea T’ai Chi will be able to continue 
to provide the wide variety of high quality T’ai Chi tuition to all members at the 
best possible price.

Continued over…
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If you’re unable to come along regularly to benefit from the monthly payment, 
you can still attend but the fee will be £6.00 per session payable on the day in cash. 
When you compare the new monthly price and the new “drop in” price you'd have 
to be away for 20 or so weeks before you started losing money on your monthly 
investment of £16.

One last but important detail. The discounted price is based on 12 monthly 
payments. You can pay either per session at the higher rate or take advantage of 
the discount scheme by paying monthly. There is no option to switch between the 
two.

Standing Order forms or bank details for internet transfer are available at 
each class (and there’s one in this pack too) so please ask me if you’d like take 
advantage of the discounted classes.

If you’d like to set up a Direct Debit please ask me to email you a link where 
you can securely set this up online.

Many thanks for your time in reading this letter and for your continued support

Kindest Regards,

Mike Hart

Principal Instructor, Chanquanshu Wales & Swansea T’ai Chi



STANDING ORDER MANDATE

TO: (Bank/Building Society)________________________________________________

FULL POSTAL ADDRESS: ______________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________ POST CODE ________________

PLEASE PAY:

LLOYDS TSB BANK PLC

OXFORD STREET SWANSEA BRANCH, 

PO BOX 66, SWANSEA,

WEST GLAMORGAN.

SA1 3AP

SORT CODE: 30 95 46 

ACCOUNT NO: 01129155

NAME OF ACCOUNT: M. HART

AMOUNT: (in figures) ___________________________________________________

AMOUNT: (in words) ____________________________________________________

DATE OF FIRST PAYMENT: _____ ___________________ 2_____

and thereafter every month until you receive instructions from me to cancel this standing order.

NAME OF ACCOUNT TO BE DEBITED: __________________________________

ACCOUNT NO: ______________________________________

SORT CODE: _______________________________________

SIGNATURE: ____________________________________ DATE: _______________

Please return this form to your bank or to:

Mike Hart, 33 Elgin Street, Manselton, Swansea. W. Glamorgan SA5 8QE 

Tel: 07901 870499 Email: mike@swanseataichi.co.uk




